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This is a  as in the Trinity. 

I developed this reading to remind you of where you are at this moment and the gifts you 
have ready-access to and it is these very gifts which will assist you in anything you feel you 
need assistance with at this time.  It helps empower you by reminding you of what you     
already know ~ about who you are and what you are capable of.  

    
Don’t focus on the challenge, focus on the solution!  
Let the Goddesses guide you with a gentle reminder. 

   
Re-Read this often to remind your Self of your innate Power Source and what you’re made 
of!  Use the following to remember, to reconnect, clarify and inspire you to effective action 
on your own behalf. You deserve to nurture your own potential!  

However you feel drawn to define that for your Highest Self.  Very often it is  
past, present, future … or … completion, conception, (re)birth 

… or … below, center, above … or … lower, core, higher. 



The Roman goddess Fortuna was the same as an earlier Italian  
goddess who presided over the earth’s abundance and controlled 
the destiny of all human beings. Her name, derived from Vortumna, 
“she who turns the year about,” came to symbolize the                 
capriciousness of life and luck, the vagaries of fate as the wheel of 
life turns around. Her festival was celebrated in October. Fortuna 
gives us a way to approach the ups and downs of life, a perspective 
that can offer us some equanimity as we proceed on our journey.  

The Triple Goddess, the original trinity, symbolizes the three faces 
of the Great Goddess and is the earliest representation of her        
division into multiplicity. The 3-faces of the goddess is a universal 
motif, found worldwide. Triple Goddess is intimately associated 
with the changing phases of the moon; just as the moon transforms 
from one phase to another, the Great Goddess moves among her 
many roles. Her three faces are usually virgin, mother & crone:   
virgin representing the strong, self-defined goddess; mother        
representing the nurturing goddess as source of all nourishment; 
and crone representing the goddess of death & transformation. This  
symbolism embraces the role of the goddess in all phases of         
existence, from birth through death to rebirth. The Triple Goddess 
reminds us of our sacredness regardless of our age or function in 
life. She reminds us that despite her many forms there is one     
goddess, always present and always sacred. 
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The Bird Goddess is one of the most ancient goddesses, both a life-
giving creator and a goddess of death & regeneration. The Valkyrie, 
a northern European goddess, is a representation of this goddess as 
death wielder. The bird guise of the Valkyrie is that of the raven, 
long associated with death and magic. The name Valkyrie means 
“chooser of the slain”; the face and form of the Valkyrie are the last 
thing a person sees before death. Valkyries are psychopomps who 
lead the soul to the afterworld. For ancient  people death was part of 
a cyclical process leading again to rebirth; black was a positive 
color, a symbol of fertility & abundance. The Valyrie represents 
that part of us that is unafraid of the dark places; she can lead us 
into and through them. She reminds us that seeds germinate in the 
darkness, that sometimes we need darkness in order to grow.  

       
This card *jumped* out & insisted on being heard. This is 
the energy within you that will no longer be suppressed. 

This Goddess is *offering* her guidance & gifts. 

Hel is the Norse queen of the underworld, a mother goddess in her 
underworld guise. She rules over a fiery womb of regeneration and 
is especially responsible for those who die of disease or old age.  
Her underworld, unlike the Christian hell, which received its name 
from her, is simply an otherworld, a place of renewal rather than a 
place of punishment and misery. When northern shamans visit her 
realm, they put on a helkappe, a magic mask (sometimes a helmet) 
that renders them invisible. It’s possible that the masked harlequin, 
a standard character in commedia dell’arte, was originally one of 
the kindred of the goddess Hel. Hel is an embodiment of the divine 
mystery, a challenge to look behind the mask of appearances to see 
things as they really are. 
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The story of Psyche tells of a mortal woman taken to a mysterious 
castle to be married to a fierce dragon. Her husband comes to her in 
the middle of the night, and she falls in love with him. Told that she 
must never look upon his face, she disobeys this injunction and 
finds that her husband is really Eros, the god of love; when he 
awakes, he flies away, leaving her forever. Psyche roams far and 
wide trying to find Eros. She goes to his mother, Aphrodite, who 
gives her four tasks to complete, each seemingly impossible. The 
final task requires her to descend into Hades and retrieve a box of 
beauty. Through the process of meeting the challenges of her tasks 
and integrating her experiences Psyche grows from an innocent 
young girl into a mature goddess. Psyche is a rich reminder of our 
imperative to grow; she reminds us that the process of life takes us 
into dark places as well as light, just as the butterfly emerges from 
the dark chrysalis into the light. 

Despite the fact that the life-giving & death-wielding Bird Goddess 
is one of the oldest representations of the goddess, eagles have   
usually been linked with the masculine, with a few exceptions (the 
Sphinx of Egypt had the wings of an eagle & the Aztec goddess  
Gihuacoatl was also called Eagle Woman). This Eagle Woman 
shows a new marriage of the feminine & the eagle. She represents 
all an eagle stands for: spirit, valor, majesty, renewal, accuracy of 
sight, spiritual aim, and the ability to soar to the heights. She also 
holds in her hands a vessel, traditional symbol for the feminine, for 
that which receives, contains & nourishes. Here both sets of values 
are joined, emblematic of a different combination of strengths that 
are part of being woman-born. Eagle Woman is a joyful affirmation 
of our ability to break out of millennia-old stereotypes and find a 
new definition that embraces the entire continuum of being alive. 
She teaches that women can express the qualities of the eagle while 
continuing to contain and nurture. 

        
This represents additional gifts and talents that 

are obvious, on the surface and ready 
to be fully realized and expressed. 

          
This represents additional gifts and talents that are  

being seeded and cultivated below the surface. 
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